Zone C:
Walk 10
Prayer Walk 10 is an “extra” – it is a
pleasant walk through Ely Country
Park, which is highly recommended
on a dry day.

A suggested parking space is Sainsbury’s car park (check maximum parking
stay). With Sainsbury’s behind you, in the outside part of the car park, on the
far left corner you will find an entrance into Ely Country Park. As you enter
the park, take either the first or second paths on your right and walk to the
end and turn right. You will come out into Fisherman’s Car Park heading
towards the water front. As you reach the River, hard on your left is a
footpath that goes underneath the railway track. Take this footpath which
will take you on a pleasant walk along the river for some distance. Right at
the end of the path take a left through a gate and continue up a short
distance until you reach Kiln Lane which is an access only road. Turn left until
you reach the railway crossing. Cross the railway safely.
You now have a choice of routes.
The first route is to continue up the lane. Past the lakes on your left will be a
footpath across Ely Common. If you reach Prickwillow Road then you have
missed the turning for the path! Walk along Ely Common, coming out onto
Prickwillow Road near the mini-roundabout with Lisle Lane. Walk down Lisle
Lane a short distance until you reach Roswell View. With Roswell View in
front of you, on the left you should see a sign for a footpath. Take the
footpath which goes along the back of Lisle Close and brings you out onto the
foot of Springhead Lane. You are now on the Hereward Way! Turn right to
Lisle Lane, cross over and you will be able to re-enter the country park. Take
the first footpath on your right and you will find yourself back at Sainsbury’s
car park.
The second route is having crossed the railway to look to your left and just
head of you, you should see a wooden gate and an accessible footpath. Take
the footpath which takes you through a wooded area until you emerge again
in Ely Country Park. Turn right when you are able along a short stretch of
footpath that returns you to Sainsbury’s car park.
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